Cable and Accessories Market by Overhead (Conductors, Fittings & Fixtures), Underground (PVC Cables, XLPE Cables, Cable Terminations, & Joints), Submarine (XLPE Cables, MI Cables, Cable Terminations & Joints) and End-User - Global Forecast to 2021

Description: The global cable and accessories market is estimated to be valued at USD 147.53 Billion in 2016, and is projected to grow at a CAGR of 6.5% from 2016 to 2021, to reach USD 202.07 Billion by 2021. Market growth is driven by factors such as growing focus towards renewable energy generation and continuing industrialization & urbanization.

The years considered for the study are as follows:

- Base Year - 2015
- Estimated Year - 2016
- Projected Year - 2021
- Forecast Period - 2016 to 2021

2015 has been considered as the base year for company profiles in the report. Wherever information was unavailable for the base year, the prior year has been considered.

Objectives of the study:

- To define, describe, and forecast the global cable and accessories market by installation, end-user, and region
- To provide detailed information regarding the major factors influencing the growth of the LV & MV cable and accessories market (drivers, restraints, opportunities, industry-specific challenges, winning imperatives, and burning issues related to the market)
- To strategically analyze the cables & accessories market with respect to individual growth trends, future prospects, and contribution of each segment to the market
- To analyze opportunities in the market for stakeholders and provide details of a competitive landscape for market leaders
- To forecast the market size of segments with respect to five major regions (along with countries), namely, Europe, North America, Asia-Pacific, Latin America, and the Middle East & Africa
- To strategically profile key players and comprehensively analyze their core competencies
- To analyze competitive developments such as contracts & agreements, mergers & acquisitions, new product developments, and expansions in the cable and accessories market

Research Methodology:

- Analysis of the industrial industry and new order book for each type of LV & MV cable & accessory
- Analysis of country-wise demand for new LV & MV cable and accessories on the basis of capabilities of a country, in terms of number of industrial projects
- Analysis of demand for LV & MV cable and accessories and of key manufacturing industries supplying LV & MV cable and accessories
- Analyzing market trends in various regions/ countries supported by on-going industrial activities in each region/ country
- Overall market size has been finalized by triangulating with the supply-side data, which include product developments, supply chain, and annual completion of number of industrial projects across the globe
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Bank Address Ulster Bank,
27-35 Main Street,
Blackrock,
Co. Dublin,
Ireland.

If you have a Marketing Code please enter it below:

Marketing Code: __________________________

Please note that by ordering from Research and Markets you are agreeing to our Terms and Conditions at http://www.researchandmarkets.com/info/terms.asp

Please fax this form to:
(646) 607-1907 or (646) 964-6609 - From USA
+353-1-481-1716 or +353-1-653-1571 - From Rest of World